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Many organisations, such as government agencies
with significant investments in legacy systems that
deliver services to citizen and customers are now
looking at Cloud Computing services to reduce CT
needs. Cloud‐based services may provide a cost
effective alternative and obviate the need for costly
capital expenditure on new data centres.
However, cloud computing services are relatively
new technology, and migration to cloud can be
major business transformation activity for a large
organisation.
How do you know which if any vendor has the right
service for you? Which of your applications are
suitable for the cloud, and which are not?
In this seminar we address these issues for
Government.
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When

Wednesday 20 October 2010
6pm drinks and networking
6.30pm - 7.30pm presentation

Where

Ground Floor Seminar Room
Tower A, 7 London Circuit
Canberra ACT 2601

Cost

Free for first time guests and
members. $20 for repeat guests and
$5 for students.

Paul Brebner has over 25 years experience in diverse
areas such as enterprise architectures and technolo‐
gies, middleware, object orientation and Java, web and
service orientation, distributed systems development,
knowledge based systems, and software process im‐
provement.
Paul is currently with the NICTA e‐Government initia‐
tive and is leading NICTA’s work on modelling large‐
scale, complex enterprise systems typically found in the
government, health, and financial sectors.
Jon Gray has 20 years of computing experience in in‐
dustry and academia both in Australia and the UK.
Jon's research interests have encompassed parallel and
distributed systems design, database technologies,
software engineering methods and tools, organisational
capability development, and business process improve‐
ment. Jon is currently leading an e‐Government re‐
search initiative for National ICT Australia Limited
(NICTA) in Canberra.
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